26 Aug '71 very old date (spring '70) about vary, vary
1 Aug '71 picture of disk process
22 July '71 Jones suggesting freezing ECS tests? reg.
22 July '71 (ref from 19 May '71) ECS space analyzed
8 June '71 proposal for system subspace testing
6 June '71 acknowledge, find, 7 space subspace another CP
5 May '71 space command
5 May '71 Ch. projects
? list of BEADS errors
17 Mar '71 Major (immediate) disk system problems
15 Mar '71 Immediate disk system margins up
15 Mar '71 Sketch of disk system status
May '71 Allocation block Mark II proposal (signed)
2 Feb '71 Proposed disk accounting action (Page
December 70

Scripted Device Processor preliminary notes

December 70

Real naming convention - 2 part names,
dynamic name tag for objects other than
Disk file; Read-like directory.
Special scan list for second part of name if
not null or current user.

April 70

Parameter processor parameter passing, handling,
manifestation by Command Processor - diagrams
of algorithms; pre-automated interrupt
inhibitor at call.

November 30

New look in call stacks

November 24

Parameter handling by Bead 4.1

November 18

New look in call stacks (contains automatic
interrupt inhibit proposal)

? - Some descriptions of Gene’s staff

September 11

Tentative Basic Command Processor -
1) define scan list of directories
2) list of variables

? - System standard - Jim Day’s minis
change to system characters - escape
conventions

? - System initialization - System part of
User initialization - describes build

29 June 70

Director(s) (Paul)
Line Collector - brief, clear of Howard's de-dedicated line collector: characteristic things.

Interrupts - brief page made during redesign of.

9 July '70 Load disk system action (Bremor, Dave)
1 June '70 Dump load - short space of disk dump load path.

User interface engineering - brief, incomplete report.

30 March '70 Work remaining on ECS system:
   CPU time proposal, mark II
   AB design, mark II

9 June proposal for linear priority scheme using chain cables.

Proposal for batch system.

7-6-70 TSS Display Drivers, Revision A

30 April '70 Proposal for disc subprogram descriptor.

19 March '70 Open Close - rep of various directory object.

23 April '70 (almost ECS objects + BCS goodies!)

? TSS Display Drivers (Kith)
17 April '70 Directory Actions, General
access, creation, destruction of
ownership actions, read, write, soft links

17 April '70 Directory Structure
accounting, actions, location actions
directory, object, access list,
scratch list

17 April '70 Directory actions, specifics

3 March '70 Disk Process structure - very early directory stuff

? Disk actions, disk space vs permanent,
magic vs manual pseudo-class fragment

12 March '70 Proposal for ECS return with parameters

12 March '70 " " " creation of caps of specified type

19 Feb '70 Directory object description

22 Jan '70 Objects in direct use

5 Mar '70 Block parameters, funny netparm proposal

5 Mar '70 Global object proposal

5 Mar '70 ECS goodie proposal

19 Feb '70 Subprocess description proposal